The efficient condition assessment of engineered systems requires the coupling of high fidelity models with data extracted from the state of the system 'as-is'. In enabling this task, this paper implements a parametric Model Order Reduction (pMOR) scheme for nonlinear structural dynamics, and the particular case of material nonlinearity. A physics-based parametric representation is developed, incorporating dependencies on system properties and/or excitation characteristics. The pMOR formulation relies on use of a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition applied to a series of snapshots of the nonlinear dynamic response. A new approach to manifold interpolation is proposed, with interpolation taking place on the reduced coefficient matrix mapping local bases to a global one. We demonstrate the performance of this approach firstly on the simple example of a shear-frame structure, and secondly on the more complex 3D numerical case study of an earthquake-excited wind turbine tower. Parametric dependence pertains to structural properties, as well as the temporal and spectral characteristics of the applied excitation. The developed parametric Reduced Order Model (pROM) can be exploited for a number of tasks including monitoring and diagnostics, control of vibrating structures, and residual life estimation of critical components.
Introduction
The emergence of digital twins as a main enabler for virtualization mandates the coupling of high fidelity simulations with data extracted from monitored systems [1] . A 'twin' of an operating system aims at precise representation of its response across the range of the system's regular and extreme loading conditions. This allows for robust design and arXiv:2003.07716v1 [math.NA] 16 Mar 2020 effective diagnostics under uncertainty [2, 3] . However, the requirement for increased simulation accuracy implies a higher demand on computational resources, often compromising efficiency. For example, models that can capture local phenomena require the inclusion of higher-end detail during the modeling stage, which leads to complex numerical representations. To alleviate the burden of computation, a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency -tailored to the needs of the implementation -is needed. A means for maintaining accuracy lies in imprinting the underlying physics into the numerical representation. Efficiency is tackled by deriving low-dimensional models, which are capable of rapid computation, while sufficiently approximating the underlying high fidelity representation [4, 5] . This notion is referred to as Model Order Reduction and the derived low-dimensional model as Reduced Order Model (MOR and ROM respectively). For the sake of simplicity the ROM acronym is used throughout this paper to indicate the Reduced Order Model and MOR for the process of Model Order Reduction respectively.
The available MOR literature spans from works in the domains of fluid dynamics [6] and biomedical engineering [7] , to the fields of fracture mechanics [8] , structural dynamics [9] , monitoring and state estimation [10] in a more civil engineering oriented perspective. Depending on the domain of implementation and on the natural complexity of the addressed problem (linear, nonlinear or chaotic), several approaches and methodologies have been proposed. A comprehensive overview, serving as an initial basis, may be found in the works of Benner et al. [5] and Antoulas [11] . Besselink et al. [12] further offer a review and cross-comparison of established MOR techniques across scientific disciplines including structural dynamics, control and applied mathematics.
Under deterministically prescribed loads and system properties, a single evaluation of the ROM at an example sample represents a specific instance of the physical system under study. In this case, the ROM may only reliably describe the system's response for a given configuration, and around a narrow range of system parameters. In generalizing the applicability of the ROM formulation, it is necessary to express the delivered representation in terms of the parameters that enter the governing equations. This generalization is achieved via adoption of parametric Reduced Order Models (pROMs) [4] . A dynamic pROM, in particular, should allow adequate approximation of the dynamics of the high fidelity system throughout the range of interest of modeling parameters.
Assuming availability of a High Fidelity Model (HFM) of the system under study, the derivation of a ROM with parametric dependency usually requires querying this representation over multiple parametric inputs. An extensive overview of this class of intrusive methods can be found in Benner et al. [4, 5] . In the same context, data-driven and indirect, non intrusive methods have also been proposed. Although this extends beyond the focus of this paper, the interested reader is encouraged to refer to Mignolet et al. [13] for a review on non intrusive methods and to Hesthaven and Ubbiali [14] for suitable techniques to address nonlinearity. Regarding data-driven methods, [15] can be treated as a starting point review.
Although several approaches for pROMs do exist, not all of them are suitable for reproducing the time-domain response and the underlying physics of parametric, high order, nonlinear dynamical systems, represented by Finite Element (FE) models. An overview of relevant literature [5, 4, 16] , reveals the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD - [17] ) as the dominant reduction method for this class of problems. A short introductory review on the POD method for MOR can be found in Chinesta et al. [18] , whereas the use of POD for identifying structures with geometric nonlinearities is reviewed in Lenaerts et al. [19] . The POD technique relies on decomposition of time-series response data from training configurations of the system in order to identify a basis for a subspace of lower dimensions, where the response lies and where solutions are sought during the validation phase of the method. Since, typically, this subspace is of a much lower dimension than the HFM, this allows to greatly reduce the size of the problem. In principle this response could be obtained from either simulated or actually measured data. In the latter case a direct link is offered on fusion of structural models with monitoring data extracted from operating structures.
The POD approach is normally coupled with projection-based reduction methodologies [18] . For example, a global reduction basis may be assembled for the entire parametric domain, which seems to be the method of choice when linear problems are addressed [9] . In Agathos et al. [20] cracked, two dimensional solids are parameterized with respect to the geometric properties of the crack. The pROM is shown to efficiently approximate the static response for cracks that do not lie within the training set. In the same context, Creixell-Mediante et al. [21] propose an adaptive technique, where the pROM is embedded within an optimization process regarding the number of full order model evaluations. Similar considerations on reducing the required number of the training samples are discussed in Lappano et al. [22] . The global approach may be of further use when the phenomena under consideration are of localized nature. In the domain of fracture mechanics for instance, Kerfriden et al. [23] proposed a ROM based on domain partitioning, focusing the numerical effort on the local domain of the defect. The structure domain is partitioned and reduced except for the localized domain of nonlinearity where the full model is evaluated.
The global approach might however yield inaccurate results or become computationally inefficient for nonlinear systems, where the response is strongly dependent on the input characteristics [24, 25] . This implies that each new training parametric configuration contributes substantially new information to the POD basis. To address this issue, Amsallem et al. [26] assembled a pool of local POD bases instead of using a single global projection basis. The notion of locality refers to "neither space nor time a priori, but to the region of the manifold where the solution lies at a given parametric input or time instance" [9] . In Amsallem and Farhat [27] local subspaces are assembled with respect to the parametric domain of input, whereas in Amsallem et al. [24] with respect to time.
To reproduce the response of the system in an 'unseen' configuration, interpolation techniques are employed. In Amsallem et al. [26] the local projection bases are interpolated directly, with interpolation performed in the space tangent to the Grassmann manifold. This is done to ensure the interpolated bases maintain orthogonality properties. A recent study discussing detailed aspects of this approach is given in Zimmermann and Debrabant [28] . An alternative approach has been implemented in Degroote et al. [29] , Panzer et al. [30] , Amsallem et al. [31] , where interpolation of the projected ROM matrices is used. This is referred to as matrix interpolation and linear parametric ROMs are interpolated either in the original domain or in the space tangent to the Grassmann manifold [26] , after some form of coordinate transformation has been applied for consistency purposes [31] . In this context, the studied interpolation schemes include spline interpolation [29] or Lagrange polynomials [31] .
Several contributions across various scientific disciplines are based on the former two local interpolation notions, namely matrix and local bases interpolation. In Amsallem et al. [9] for example, local bases are combined with k-means clustering-based interpolation algorithms. A similar approach is used in Amsallem et al. [24] where locality is defined with respect to time and a clustering approach with a suitable error metric for online updating is implemented. In Goury et al. [32] Gaussian Processes and Bayesian strategies are adopted to address the optimal sampling of parametric input vectors, whereas similar considerations on optimizing the number of training samples while using a local bases interpolation approach are made in Taine and Amsallem [33] , Soll and Pulch [34] , Liu et al. [35] . A novel pMOR approach, suitable for contact in multibody dynamics is suggested in Blockmans et al. [36] . Global contact shapes are derived and the pROM is augmented to increase accuracy. Multi-parametric approximations are discussed in Washabaugh et al. [37] , where ROMs are used to estimate steady-state flows over complex parameterized geometries. Another important contribution is Phalippou et al. [38] where an improved selection strategy for the basis vectors spanning the solution subspace is proposed. In Baumann and Eberhard [39] a comparison of interpolationbased reduction techniques in the context of material removal in elastic multibody systems is discussed. Further contributions span across the domains of shape and design optimization [40] , solid and contact mechanics [41, 42] , constrained optimization problems [43] , highly nonlinear fluid-structure interaction problems [44] or coupling MOR with Component Mode Synthesis [45] .
The mentioned MOR methods focus mainly on identifying bases, able to represent the HFM solutions over a range of parameters. However, a main limiting factor for the performance of nonlinear projection-based ROMs is the actual projection of the system vectors and matrices containing nonlinear terms in the reduced space [46, 47] . Therefore, a necessary component for formulating computationally efficient ROMs for FE-based formulations lies in the use of techniques to reduce the complexity of such projections, collectively referred to as hyper-reduction techniques. These second-level approximation strategies typically rely on evaluating the necessary projections on a limited, appropriately selected, set of elements in the FE mesh. Methods of this category include the Gauss-Newton with Approximated Tensors (GNAT) method presented in Carlberg et al. [48] , the Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) suggested in Chaturantabut and Sorensen [49] and the Energy-Conserving Sampling and Weighting hyper reduction method proposed in Farhat et al. [46] . The computational efficiency of these approaches has been successfully demonstrated in Carlberg et al. [50] , Ghavamian et al. [51] , Negri et al. [52] , Amsallem et al. [24] , Dimitriu et al. [53] . Based on the considerations made in Farhat et al. [54] regarding numerical stability, structure preserving properties and overall efficiency, this paper implements the ECSW approach. This paper focuses on development and demonstration of a pROM scheme for approximation of the time history response of structural systems featuring material nonlinearity, tied to phenomena such as plasticity and hysteresis. The topic of material nonlinearity has been addressed in the context of thermal loads for example in Zhang et al. [55] , or with respect to impact analysis [33, 46] . Our paper adds to this literature by implementing a pROM, able to model material nonlinearity and address parametric dependency pertaining in either the system or the excitation configuration. Specifically, we demonstrate the relevant aspects of parameterization in terms of influencing structural traits, such as material properties and hysteresis parameters, as well as in terms of parameterization of acting loads, e.g. earthquakes, in the temporal and spectral sense. Moreover, we implement a variant technique to the established local bases interpolation method in the sense that the dependence of a HFM on the characteristics of the configuration and/or loading parameters is expressed on a separate level to that of the snapshot procedure. The resulting pROM allows for accelerated computation, which is particularly critical for applications in monitoring and diagnostics, control of vibrating structures, and residual life estimation of critical components.
Problem Statement and pROM Formulation
Structural systems and components are exposed to harsh operating environments and adverse loadings. The resulting dynamics can be of nonlinear nature, albeit typically simplistically approximated by linear domain assumptions, which are oftentimes insufficient. A further complexity lies in the fact that the dynamics of real-life structural systems is dependent on material, geometrical, environmental or loading parameters. Therefore, when desired to reliably approximate the dynamics of an 'as-built as-deployed' system, i.e., of a system in its operating state the aspects of nonlinearity and parametric variability need to be efficiently tackled. Naturally, this poses a limiting factor from the computational point of view, since the precise approximation of a system across the whole range of its defining parameters would require high fidelity simulations across multiple realizations of its defining parameter vector. This implies a high computational toll that prohibits adoption into practice, particularly for scenarios which necessitate a fast reaction, such as fault diagnosis and control. The aim of this work is to address the accurate modeling of 'as built as-deployed' nonlinear dynamic structural systems (or components). The task is to deliver a sufficient reduced order approximation under variability of the structural properties or of the acting loads.
This section offers a short overview of the background knowledge required for the formulation of the proposed pROM. Firstly, the aspect of parametric dependency is visited by providing an overview of existing pROM formulations. Then, hyper-reduction is discussed as a further necessary reduction method for reducing the prohibitive computational toll associated with large degree of freedom finite element representations.
POD-based pROMs for nonlinear systems
This subsection presents the fundamental background required for the treatment of parametric dependencies within the MOR framework, which serves as the basis for establishing a parametric reduced order model (pROM) formulation for nonlinear systems. Within this context, a nonlinear dynamical system whose configuration depends on l parameters, contained in the parameter vector p = [p 1 , ..., p l ] T ∈ Ω ⊂ R l is considered. The vibration response of such system is described by the governing equations of motion:
where u(t) ∈ R n represents the system displacement, M(p) ∈ R n×n denotes the mass matrix, f (t, p) ∈ R n represents the vector of externally applied loads and n is the order of the system, which physically represents the number of degrees of freedom. The nonlinearity of the system lies in the restoring force term g (u(t),u(t)) ∈ R n , which represents the resisting or internal forces of the system due to internal stresses and strains and is further dependent, along with the mass matrix and the externally applied excitation, on the parameter vector p. This dependency may represent different system configurations depending on the target application, such as damage scenarios, which may be reflected on the stiffness and/or damping and mass matrices, or varying boundary conditions, which are dictated by the excitation vector.
The goal of parametric ROMs is to generate an equivalent system of dimension r, such that r << n and the underlying physics along with the parametric dependencies of interest are further retained. Given the dependence of the governing system equations, represented by Equation (2.1), on the parameters p, the reduction step is herein performed for a number of sample points p j for j = 1, 2, . . . , N in the parameter space using a projection-based strategy. As such, the solution of Equation (2.1) for a certain parameter sample p j is attracted to a lower dimensional subspace S ⊂ R n , spanned by the set of orthonormal basis vectors V(p j ) = [v 1 (p j ), v 2 (p j ), ..., v r (p j )], according to
where V(p j ) ∈ R n×r is called the projection basis and the reduced size vector u r ∈ R r defines the components of the solution in this basis. Thereafter, the reduced-order representation of the HFM is obtained by means of a Galerkin projection, which is carried out by substituting Equation (2.2) into Equation (2.1), pre-multiplying with the transpose of the projection basis V(p j ) T and lastly imposing the orthogonality condition of the occurring residuals with respect to the projection basis. This results in the following system of equations:
where M r (p j ) ∈ R r×r and g r (u(t),u(t), p j ) ∈ R r denote the reduced-order mass matrix and restoring force vector respectively, while f r (t, p j ) ∈ R r designates the generalized vector of external forces, as follows
The computation of the orthonormal basis vectors V(p j ) = [v 1 (p j ), v 2 (p j ), ..., v r (p j )], which is the key element of the reduction step, is typically carried out by means of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [17] . As such, a pool of displacement field samples is collected from the time history analysis of the HFM. Each one of the pools is extracted from a unique parameter configuration p j of the full order model, which is henceforth termed as snapshot. Thereafter, the information of all simulated pools of samples, or equivalently snapshots, is collected on a global basis V full , which essentially captures the parametric dependence of the model, since response information across the entire parameter space is assembled through sampling. A Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is lastly applied to V full in order to obtain the principal orthonormal components of the reduction basis V spanning the lower subspace S of the solution.
The error measure used in [51] is herein employed for this purpose as well. These steps represent the offline phase of reduction, which produces the global SVD-based projection basis V. The latter may be utilized for global system order reduction, according to Equation (2.4), with the aim of reflecting the underlying dynamics and therefore approximating the response of the model at unseen parameter samples.
One of the limitations of such an approach lies on the fact that the response of nonlinear systems is strongly dependent on the parameter values and may be dominated by localized phenomena which are owed to the nonlinear terms. This implies that the response may well lie on spaces that cannot be spanned by a single global basis, unless the latter comprises a large number of basis vectors.
As a result, localized features that are observed only in a restricted parameter subdomain end up affecting and determining the overall estimation capabilities of the ROM [25] . To address these issues, a different strategy can be employed, as was initially highlighted in section 1. Instead of formulating a global projection basis, a pool of local POD bases can be assembled during the offline phase, with each one of those bases corresponding to a unique sample, or family of parameter samples. To reproduce then the response of the system for an 'unseen' configuration in an online manner, interpolation techniques can be employed with the aim of estimating the local POD basis at the required parameter point and subsequently obtain the reduced matrices based on Equation (2.4).
Although computationally more efficient, the implementation of local basis interpolation schemes constitutes a rather non-trivial task. This is owed to the fact that each local basis is inherently characterized by specific algebraic properties that need be maintained upon interpolation. Specifically, the local bases are derived using POD on the response of the structural system and the projected matrices are then employed to integrate the system's response equations. Therefore, the orthogonality of the interpolated subspaces as well as the positive-definiteness of the occurring reduced-order matrices need be retained. As such, a trivial element-wise interpolation of the local bases would result in non-orthogonal basis vectors, leading to high approximation errors and stability issues, calling thus for more sophisticated interpolation schemes, able to account for the underlying constraints.
To alleviate this issue, interpolation is herein performed according to the approach described in the work of Amsallem et al. [26] . Within this context, each local basis is initially mapped to the tangent space of the Grassmann manifold, which essentially preserves the underlying orthogonality property. The mapped data is subsequently interpolated in order to yield the sought for basis at the unseen parameter point and the interpolated result is lastly mapped back to the manifold. The detailed mathematical formulation pertaining to the manifold mapping process and interpolation step can be found in [25] . This projection space is selected based on the following considerations:
• It is a well-established concept in the MOR community for constrained matrix and/or projection basis interpolation
• The mapping algorithms to and from the projection space are well-known and relatively straight-forward to implement
• The forward and backward manifold projections as well as the interpolation on this space, retains the orthogonality property.
Hyper-Reduction
In the previous subsection, the parameter dependency was injected into the MOR framework with the aim of guaranteeing efficiency of the approximation across the entire parameter space, i.e., for different values of structural properties and different load characteristics. However, the aspect of computational efficiency is yet to be discussed since the computational complexity of the problem remains bounded by the size of the full order model. To this end, this subsection overviews the concept of hyper-reduction for further reducing the computational cost of the pROM.
During formulation of the ROM of dimension r in Equation (2.3), it was specified that r << n, i.e., the ROM constructed using a projection-based strategy features a significantly lower dimension than the original HFM. However, the same does not apply for the overall computational complexity of the problem. This is owed to the fact that the evaluation of the nonlinear contributions at the element-level for each time-step of the integration process dominates the complexity of the overall framework, with the associated computational toll scaling with the full-order dimension of the system n [24, 46] .
To address this bottleneck, the nonlinear pROM should be equipped with an additional level of reduction in order to remove the dependency of the computational procedure on the full-order model dimension n. This is accomplished with the so-called hyper-reduction strategy, which may be employed in a number of variants, which are already well-documented in the literature [46, 48, 50, 49, 47] . Herein, the Energy-Conserving Sampling and Weighting (ECSW) scheme is implemented, which was initially introduced in Farhat et al. [46] . This approach is chosen due to its physics-based formulation, which naturally suits for FE computations. Moreover, it features a stable performance and has been further shown to preserve the Lagrangian structure associated with Hamilton's principle [54] . The fundamental aspects of the method are discussed below.
As a first step, a distinction is made between force vectors that can and cannot be efficiently evaluated online. No hyper-reduction is required for the former, while the latter can be written as a sum of elemental contributions, as follows
where, if r denotes the dimension of the ROM, V e ∈ R ne×r is the projection basis evaluated only at the degrees of freedom related with element e, n e is the number of elements and g • e denotes the element forces. The forces of Equation (2.5) can be approximated via a weighted sum over a subset E of the total elements, so that
where ξ * e are non-negative weights assigned to the elements of subset E. In this sense, the number of operations required to compute the reduced forces scales with the number n e of elements in E and not with the total number of elements. Therefore, the efficiency of the pROM can be drastically increased if the number of elements in E is such that n e n e . Equation (2.5) indicates that if the components of each row of V e are treated as virtual displacements, then each entry of the vector g • r (u(t)) corresponds to the work produced by the forces g • e (V e u(t)) over the whole mesh along these displacements. Moreover, this work can be written as the sum, over all elements, of the work produced in each element. Thus, the set E and weights ξ * e can be determined by minimizing the difference between the work produced by the reduced and full mesh over a set of training configurations n s . To this end, element contributions are stored in a matrix G, while the total work over the entire meshed domain, for different configurations, is stored in the elements of vector b:
With these definitions in place, E and ξ * e can be obtained as the solution of the constrained minimization problem ξ * = arg min
where • 0 and • 2 denote the L 0 and L 2 norms respectively, Φ represents the feasible set of candidate solutions, and τ denotes a user-defined tolerance regulating the accuracy of the approximation. The above problem can be efficiently solved using the sparse Non-Negative Least Squares (sparse NNLS) algorithm [56, 46] .
Local Basis Coefficients Interpolation for pMOR
Given the problem of Equation (2.1), our goal is to construct an accurate and computationally efficient pROM that reproduces the underlying dynamic behavior of the system across a range of system configurations and/or loading parameters. In doing so, a local basis interpolation approach is developed herein. This approach is a new variant of the local bases interpolation technique introduced in [26] . To this end, a new element is introduced in the interpolation technique and the parametric dependence of the problem is expressed on a separate level to that of the snapshot procedure or the local subspaces. This section describes the details of the proposed approach and the overall algorithmic framework.
As a first step, the parameter space of the problem is sampled and partitioned in a set of subdomains. These subdomains are defined based on the similarity of the response and the underlying dynamics of the samples. Samples with similar displacement time histories are grouped together and considered as a local region. In the numerical case studies of this paper, the principal independent components of the response time histories of neighboring parameter samples are assumed to span the same subspace, which further implies a high degree of similarity among the corresponding displacement time histories. In other words, similarity of snapshots implies a close distance metric on the parameter space. Herein, the domain is partitioned employing a simplified structured grid of rectangular regions, which is proven to deliver satisfactory results. Once this grid is defined, the HFM is simulated for all the points in the grid, plus some additional points which are utilized for validation, with the corresponding pool of snapshots hence created.
The approach implemented in this paper attempts to combine and bridge, to a certain extent, the single global basis approach and the local bases interpolation strategy. Within this context, a pool of local bases is constructed, namely one subspace spanned by the principal components of the snapshot for each one of the training samples. These local bases are then interpolated to generate the projection basis for any unseen point of interest. As explained in subsection 2.1, these local bases need to be projected to an appropriate space, i.e., the tangent space to the Grassmann manifold, capable of preserving the fundamental property of orthogonality for the interpolated quantities. An overview of these steps is given in Table 1 .
To complete the definition of the tangent space projection strategy, a reference point needs to be defined. This represents the point where the tangent space to the Grassmann manifold is drawn. In Figure 1 this is represented by the brown point V 0 . The center point for every rectangular subdomain is considered herein as the reference point of each region for the definition of the tangent space. In this manner, we ensure that the subspaces of the remaining training samples of the subdomain are sufficiently close to the reference point, thus reducing projection errors due to curvature of the manifold [28] . After obtaining the pool of local bases and projecting them to a suitable tangent space, a 'global' POD basis for every subdomain is assembled. As a result, we have constructed a single 'global' basis and a pool of local bases for every region of the parameter domain of interest. These first steps of the procedure are depicted graphically in Figure 1 . The green surface represents the Grassmann Manifold and the circular points denoted by V i , i = 1, 2, 3 the training samples of an example subdomain. The validation parameter sample is denoted by V 4 and the Exp and Log operators refer to the mapping processes to and from the manifold [25] .
After projecting the local bases to the tangent space, element-wise interpolation between the entries of the local bases could be adopted as a straightforward approach. This would imply interpolating between the points on the orange surface of Figure 1 , which would make the number of operation scale with the dimension n of the HFM, regardless of the interpolation scheme. Specifically, if each local basis V i retains N m columns as principal modes, then V i ∈ R n×Nm . The respective interpolation operations are O(nN m ). To get around this dependency, we adopt a different approach, which consists in projecting each local basis to the global POD basis of the region through a coefficient matrix Ξ. So, if rg denotes the reference number of the region and i the number of a snapshot in the region, the global basis is denoted by V rg global and the local bases as V rg local,i . The corresponding mathematical expression reads
where N s is the total number of generated snapshots and N m is the number of independent components contained in each local basis, which are further assumed to be independent to the N l components of the obtained local bases. In this manner, only an interpolation of the coefficient matrix per validation point Ξ is required in order to obtain a local projection basis. This interpolation scheme is graphically presented in Figure 1 by the light blue surface, which represents the domain spanned by the coefficient matrices, while the interpolation of the coefficient matrices is represented by the corresponding spline. Therefore, the proposed scheme requires interpolation of the coefficient matrix, which comprises only (N s × N m ) × N m entries, removing thus the dependency on the large dimension n of the full problem. To the contrary, a straightforward interpolation scheme would need to estimate n × N m entries, which would be probably accomplished by N m interpolation schemes, one for each n-length vector.
As briefly discussed in section 2, the interpolation is carried out on the tangent space of the manifold and aims to exploit the fact that the solution in the vicinity of each parameter sample can be spanned by a local subspace, which is herein referred to as the local basis. Within this context, the local basis at an unseen point of the parameter space can be expressed as a combination of independent groups of basis vectors, with each one of those groups extracted from the The validation parametric sample is denoted by V 4 and the Exp and Log notations refer to the mapping processes to and from the manifold [25] . The orange surface is the tangent space drawn to point V ref .
The representation is inspired from [26] .
solution obtained for a number of training points. In contrast with the element-wise interpolation among local bases, which is a rather numerical remedy, the considered interpolation scheme is capable of preserving in a sense the physical interpretability, provided that the solution at an unseen parameter point can be well spanned by a subspace similar to the ones spanning the solutions at the training points.
The detailed steps of the algorithm employed in this paper are documented in Table 1 , while a schematic representation of the projection and interpolation steps is provided in Figure 1 . All in all, in this paper a projection-based local bases interpolation scheme is formulated to express the dependence of a HFM on the characteristics of the system's configuration and/or loading parameters. We propose a new approach to this local bases interpolation, with the aforementioned dependence expressed on a separate level to that of the snapshot procedure, namely on the level of the global basis coefficients Ξ. This approach is adopted in order to generate a pROM, able to accurately capture the underlying dynamics of the HFM across the parameter space. For validation purposes, the performance of the pROM is evaluated numerically in two cases studies featuring both nonlinearity and parametric dependence, with the latter pertaining to either the system properties or the characteristics of the external excitation. In addition, the proposed approach is compared with a global basis strategy and element-wise local bases interpolation on the tangent space.
Applications
After introducing the methodological background in section 2 and describing the proposed approach for pROM construction based on local bases interpolation in section 3, this section focuses on numerically verifying the efficiency of the proposed technique by means of two case studies. First, an academic example of a two story building with nonlinear links is simulated. The parametric dependency enters the configuration of the Bouc Wen hysteretic springs [57] , which are used to model the nonlinear couplings. This example demonstrates the potential of the pROM to handle nonlinear effects when the parametric dependency is introduced into the system material properties. Then, an actual scale wind turbine tower is simulated under earthquake excitation and under the assumption of material nonlinearity, with the parametric dependency in this case pertaining to the spectral characteristics of the excitation.
For the performance assessment of the pROMs, the parameter space is divided into rectangular subdomains, as discussed in section 3, and four different model configurations are examined. The first pROM uses a single global basis, which is extracted from training samples of the entire parameter domain while the second one utilizes a local basis technique for each subdomain of the parameter space. The other two pROMs employ local bases interpolation, with the first one performing element-wise interpolation on the entries of the projected to the tangent space of the Grassman manifold local bases, while the last one utilizes the proposed interpolation which was elaborated in section 3. The interpolation weights are computed based on the distance of the training configurations from the reference point of the corresponding parameter space subregion. The four different scenarios along with their corresponding description are summarized in Table 2 .
To assess the accuracy of each pROM configuration, the following error norm is utilized, which constitutes a well established measure in the literature [46] 
where subscript HFM stands for High Fidelity Model results, ROM represents the ROM approximation and Q denotes the quantity of interest. This can be either displacement, strains, stresses or restoring forces depending on the specific context of the implementation. Regarding displacements and restoring forces, Q denotes the time history response of the quantity of interest whereas for stresses this error measure is evaluated for the last time step of the analysis, namely the remaining values.
In what concerns the computational cost, all simulations were performed in a single core on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU machine and for the sake of fairness, the same integration time step is used for both pROM and HFM. The corresponding speed up factor is calculated as the ratio of CPU time required for an evaluation of the pROM over the time needed for the evaluation of the HFM, assuming the same parametric input [46] . Lastly, it should be noted that the values reported in this paper are averaged over the total number of evaluations performed for each case study.
Toy Example: Two story building with nonlinear links
This numerical case study simulates a 3D two story building modeled with nonlinear links. This is considered an educational example demonstrating the potential of the pROM approach before scaling it up on a 3D, real life structure. For the set up of this frame structure all beams and columns are of a rectangular cross section (40cm × 40cm) and are considered made of reinforced concrete. The material parameters assumed are: Young modulus E = 21GP a, Poisson ratio v = 0.20 and density ρ = 2400 kg m 3 . The length of each frame is l = 7.5m, the width is w = 5m and the height h = 3.2m. Each node has six degrees of freedom, three translations and three rotations.
The structure is assumed fully constrained in the bottom nodes that represent the ground. Asymmetric nodal load excitation following a sinus form is modeled along with 4% mass proportional damping. Each node of the structure is coupled with a hysteretic link modeled based on a nonlinear restoring force-displacement law. The same applies for the bottom element representing the ground. This way, all columns and beams are connected to the respective central and corner nodes through nonlinear links. This ensures that nonlinear links differentiate the global response sufficiently between parametric samples. The respective sketch of the geometrical configuration is presented with grey in Figure 2a , including an example deformed geometry based on the modeled excitation presented in black. The Bouc Wen model is used for modeling the nonlinear restoring force contributions [57] . The respective Equation is: Table 3 : The performance of the pROM for the domain partition techniques presented in Figure 2b . The RE rf error of Equation (4.1) with respect to the restoring forces rf is evaluated. The average and max error across the domain is presented along with the speed up factor. The pROM variants compared are described in Table 2 where x denotes the displacement of the link, z the hysteretic parameter and A controls the hysteresis amplitude. Parameter w along with the hysteretic parameters β and γ determine the basic shape of the hysteresis loop. Their absolute value is not of interest, but rather their sum/difference that may define a hardening or softening relationship. For this reason, in the context of this study the parametric dependency is modeled on the amplitude parameter A and on z max excluding the already parametrized influence of A. The respective range of the parameters is [0.10 − 1.00] for A and [1e04 − 5e04] for z max . The sampling grid is depicted in Figure 2b as well. Based on the pROM approach of this paper described in section 3, the domain is partitioned manually in rectangular subdomains. Here, two example partitions of the domain are discussed. The first case study is hereby referred to as Partition A. The extent of a subdomain is defined by a 0.4 unit variation on amplitude factor A and a 1.6e04 variation on the hysteretic parameter z max . An example is demonstrated in Figure 2b The performance of the pROM variants presented in Table 2 is summarized in Table 3 . The average and maximum error measure for validation samples spanning across the parametric domain are presented. The accuracy is evaluated with respect to the response time history and the time history of the nonlinear terms, namely the restoring forces. By comparing the accuracy of the four pROM variants of Table 2 , it seems that the use of a single projection basis on the Global Basis pROM of Table 3 is not capable of approximating the underlying phenomena accurately enough. In addition, the proposed Coefficients Interpolation approach seems able to achieve a similar accuracy to the established element-wise Entries Interpolation and thus reproduce the high fidelity dynamic behavior and response.
Regarding computational reduction no hyper reduction technique is utilized for this case study. For this reason, the efficiency achieved is negligible due to the full evaluation of the nonlinear terms. The focus of this example lies on providing a 'proof of concept' for the approximation pROM strategy employed and for this reason the hyper reduction is only assembled on the 3D, actual scale example that follows. Table 2 ). The RE rf error of Equation (4.1) is evaluated with respect to the approximation of the restoring forces rf . A 3D and a 2D projection error plot are provided.
The accuracy measure on displacements for the Coefficients Interpolation pROM ( Table 2) proposed in this paper, is depicted in detail in Figure 3 . A 3D and a 2D projection error plot are provided for each partition case. In Figure 3a that corresponds to a coarse sampling of the domain, the pROM delivers an approximation of restoring forces with a relative error lower than 4% in any case. As expected, Figures 3a and 3b indicate a lower error close to the training samples. The error also experiences a smooth arc transition between training samples, indicating an increase for increasing distance between validation and training samples. Figure 3c presents the respective error for Partition B. Here the sampling is finer and therefore the relative error is substantially reduced across the whole domain. This implies an overall better approximation. In Figure 3d it is further observed that the error is minimized in the vicinity of the training samples, as expected.
In Figure 4 the Coefficients Interpolation pROM ( Table 2 ) proposed in this paper is evaluated for Partition B. The respective performance is validated in several samples to demonstrate the overall accuracy on estimating different shape and magnitude cases for the hysteresis curve. First, as illustrated in Figure 4a , the pROM seems able to reproduce the underlying HFM response as two response curves are practically indistinguishable. In Figures 4b,4c ,4d the pROM accuracy in approximating the hysteresis curve is depicted. A steep case study is captured accurately in 4b, whereas a shallow case is approximated in Figure 4d . Figure 4c demonstrates a hysteresis curve lying somewhere in between a shallow and a steep shape. In all cases the respective error measure for the restoring forces in Equation (4.1) lies below 3%. This indicates that the pROM is capable of accurately reproducing the underlying hysteresis phenomena and thus the respective response and dynamics for a range of parametric samples.
Thus, the proposed pROM seems able to address case studies of nonlinear parametric dependency pertaining on properties of the system across a wide range of input. Efficiency gains employing hyper reduction are addressed in detail on the next case study. To this end, the framework presented here is scaled up to address a real life structure under earthquake excitation. For this example the dependency is formulated with respect to the amplitude and the frequency content of the earthquake spectrum, thus arguing about the potential of the proposed pROM on handling such case studies.
Wind Turbine Tower under parametric Earthquake Excitation

Numerical set up
The numerical case study is based on the simulated dynamic response of the NREL 5-MW baseline wind turbine tower [58] , which is derived from a three-dimensional finite element model using shell elements. The circular cross-section of the tower is linearly tapered from the base, with diameter and thickness equal to 6m and 0.027m respectively, to the top, with 3.87m diameter and 0.019m thickness. The tower is made of steel with modulus equal to 210 GPa and material density of 7850 kg/m 3 , which is slightly increased in order to account for additional structural components such as bolts, welds and flanges and further achieve a sufficient agreement of calculated vibration modes with the ones reported in [58] . The tower is considered to be fully restrained at the base and the nonlinearity of the model lies in the material constitutive law, which is characterized by isotropic von Mises plasticity.
The FE model is first assembled in a verified and established reference FEM software (ABAQUS [59] ) using shell elements, and subsequently in MATLAB. Shell elements are integrated on the MATLAB framework based on the suggestions in Bathe and Dvorkin [60] , while nonlinear behavior is modeled according to the assumptions and formulations in Bathe [61] , Crisfield [62] . The geometrical and material configuration of the tower, as well as the mesh properties are given in Table 4 . A constant thickness assumption throughout the tower is made for simplification purposes.
The ABAQUS FEM model is used as an independent reference representation for validation purposes. The full-order model representation assembled in MATLAB is used for the High Fidelity simulations and the respective parametric reduction framework. The respective HFM is presented in Figure 5 in a deformed state to visualize the first and fifth eigenmode respectively. These eigenmodes are presented as the ones primarily excited due to the form of the earthquake orientation, namely only translation and bending modes are excited and not torsional or localized ones.
Regarding parametric dependency, the wind tower is subjected to various forcing inputs formulated as earthquake excitation. The forcing inputs are applied in the form of nodal loads, namely the acceleration of the amplitude spectrum is scaled with the respective mass and applied on all nodes of the HFM. The inputs are characterized by different temporal and spectral characteristics. This introduces the input uncertainty that is needed to explore the efficiency range of the reduction framework and assemble a reliable pROM across the whole domain of interest. Thus, the dependency of the ROM is represented in the excitation input of the model and the uncertainty parameters are the characteristics of the earthquake acceleration spectrum. In the context of this study, the earthquake excitation is approximated as a low-pass filtered random signal. Therefore two input parameters are required for parameterizing the input, namely the amplitude of the excitation and the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter. For each sample, based on the respective parametric configuration, a white noise signal is passed through a low pass filter. The output of the filter is then scaled based on the amplitude parameter. The final processed signal represents the acceleration in an earthquake scenario and the HFM is simulated using this excitation. The duration of the excitation is 10 seconds, whereas the model is simulated for 30 seconds with a timestep of ∆t = 0.01. The simulations are carried out so as to succeed yielding of the tower, i.e., until a considerable amount of elements have entered the plastic region, corresponding to a distributed yielding domain.
The parametric dependency is herein expressed with respect to the temporal and spectral characteristics of the earthquake excitation. The respective amplitude parameter ranges from a factor of 16 to a factor of 38, whereas the respective Rayleigh Formulation 2% on 1 st & 5 th eigenmodes frequency parameter from 0.25 up to 3Hz. The assumed frequency content excites at least the first three eigenmodes based on the set up parameters on Table 4 , an assumption sufficiently accurate to the real world response of the structure. Based on this range of parameters the respective parametric grid of interest is assembled. In Figure 6a the domain of the parametric samples is depicted along with the different partition regions tested for the pROM training configuration.
Moreover, the reduction order for the pROM was defined based on Figure 6b . The RE u and RE σ error measures of Equation (4.1) are presented with respect to the reduction order, namely the number of modes included in the projection basis. The thresholds for both error measures are defined based on the desired level of accuracy on the approximation. Based on Figure 6b , a reduction order of 8 is chosen to ensure better approximation quality in both stresses and displacements while preserving the symmetrical properties of the problem.
Results and Discussion
This subsection is devoted on validating the projected pROM approach of section 3 numerically. The accuracy of the pROM is validated via comparison against the HFM. In addition, the pROM variants of Table 2 are compared to study the potential and limitations of the proposed approach. The accuracy of the ROM approximation is studied with respect to displacements and stresses. Stresses are evaluated as they are fundamental quantities of interest in condition assessment, residual life estimation or any other kind of structural health monitoring application. Moreover, stresses represent a second order term of approximation and the respective error measure can be the determining factor of distinguishing the superiority or effectiveness of the employed approximation technique.
Regarding the sampling scheme, rectangular subdomains of the grid are defined and interpolation is performed inside. The extent and the location of the subdomains vary to validate the consistency and limitations of the proposed approach. The rectangular shape of the subdomains is chosen for simplification as the focus of the paper lies elsewhere. The limitations introduced by such simplifying assumptions are addressed in section 5.
The example partitions in subdomains used here to validate the accuracy of the pROM are depicted in Figure 6a . Three subdomains are examined in this paper, namely a small, a medium and a large one, depending on their size and range. For each rectangular region the training samples are located on the four edges and the centroid that also serves as reference point for the projection to the tangent plane. These are depicted with triangles and diamonds in Figure 6a . As an initial approach, large subdomains are formed. Local bases interpolation relies on the fact that the dynamics on the vicinity of each parameter sample can be spanned by a local subspace. Therefore, since the principal independent components of the response time histories of neighboring parameter samples are assumed to span the same subspace, the respective training samples should be located 'close' enough. By initially selecting large subdomains we aim to Table 5 : pROM results for large subdomains. The subdomain definition is based on the respective notation on Figure  6a . The RE σ error of Equation (4.1) is evaluated. Detailed errors for validation samples in an example subdomain are presented, along with the average and max error of equivalent subdomains spanning the rest of the domain. The approaches compared are based on the variant pROMs of Table 2 validate this argument by negation. The respective large subdomain example is depicted in Figure 6a with a purple continuous line. Table 5 . The effective von Mises stress [62] is depicted using node averaging and the RE σ error is presented from Equation (4.1). The pROM are referred using the notation of Table 2 .
It can be inferred from Table 5 that the Local Basis approach delivers more accurate results in this case whereas the Global Basis performance implies that this variant might not be effective on nonlinear dynamic problems. Complementary to Table 5 , Figure 7 depicts the stress contours of the wind turbine tower. A 2D projection for one third of the height of the wind turbine tower is presented, namely the yielding domain. An equivalent visualization can be observed for the rest of the circular cross section. Figure 7a represents the results for the HFM, while Figure 7b ,7c and 7d the respective approximation RE σ error of Equation (4.1) using the Local Basis, the Coefficients Interpolation and the Entries Interpolation variants respectively. These findings suggest that the Local Basis pROM performs better in reproducing the stress contours of the High Fidelity Model for this sampling scheme.
For the poor performance in the case of interpolation based pROMs, the coarse sampling has to be considered. Specifically, after the tangent space projection mapping, the training samples might 'lie far' from the tangent plane drawn on the reference point on the centroid of the subdomain. For this reason, both interpolation schemes may deliver Table 6 : pROM results for medium subdomains. The subdomain definition is based on the respective notation on Figure 6a . The RE σ error measure of Equation (4.1) is evaluated. Detailed errors for validation samples in an example subdomain are presented, along with the average and max error of equivalent regions spanning the rest of the domain.
The approaches compared are based on the variant pROMs of a subspace unable to approximate the desired solutions accurately. To this end, the domain is partitioned in finer subdomains. The respective example is depicted in Figure 6a with a cyan dashed line. This case study is referred to as medium subdomains, with 'medium' referring to size comparison between the subdomains cases of Figure 6a . Table 2 is evaluated and the results are summarized on Table 6 . Validation is further provided on the samples defined in Table 5 for comparison purposes. In addition, Figure 8 depicts the stress contours of the wind turbine tower, similar to the large domain case study of Figure 7 . The performance visualization on these figures is provided for the exact same validation sample for comparison purposes. Table 6 .The effective von Mises stress [62] is depicted using node averaging and the RE σ error is presented from Equation (4.1). The pROMs are referred using the notation of Table 2 .
Contrary to the results of Table 5 , Table 6 outlines interpolation variants that are more accurate. The average error across the examined regions lies around 4% with a maximum value around 6%. Both interpolation approaches deliver similar results and are at any case around 1% more accurate than the Local Basis variant. This argument is validated by comparing the stress contours in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. The RE σ error of the interpolation approaches on medium subdomains depicted in Figures 8c,8d , reduces compared to Figures 7c, 7d . This suggests that the pROM delivers a more accurate approximation in comparison to large subdomains. Moreover, the error on the interpolation approaches in Figures 8c,8d is lower compared to the Local Basis approximation in Figures 7b and 8b .
All in all, the interpolation variants of Table 2 seem accurate in approximating the stress state of the wind turbine tower. This validates our hypothesis that the extents of the defined subdomains play an important role to the accuracy of the pROM strategy. This seems to be mainly attributed to the projected snapshots lying on or close to the tangent space of the reference point as described previously. However, the error measure on the interpolation approaches is still considered high. Therefore a subsequent sampling refinement is to be made, to further examine the potentials of the pROM variants under consideration. Table 7 : pROM results for small subdomains. The subdomain definition is based on the respective notation on Figure  6a . The RE σ error measure of Equation (4.1) is evaluated. Detailed errors for validation samples in an example subdomain are presented, along with the average and max error of equivalent regions spanning the rest of the domain.
The approaches compared are based on the variant pROMs of Table 7 (b) Projection of subdomain error of Table 7 Figure 9: Subdomain error plot of the wind tower model for the small example subdomain of Table 7 . A 3D and a 2D projection error pot are provided. The RE σ error measure of Equation (4.1) is evaluated.
In this case, the refined subdomains span between [0. 25, 16] and [1.25,24] and so on and are referred to as small subdomains. An example is demonstrated in Figure 6a with a dotted black line. The respective results are summarized in Table 7 and Figure 9 . Since the domain partitioning changes, the example validation samples change as well. The validation samples presented in detail in Tables 5, 6 are located on the middle of the diagonal distance between a training sample on the edge and the reference point on the centroid of the respective subdomain. The same principle is applied in Table 7 to demonstrate a fair comparison.
Similar to Table 6 , the local bases interpolation pROMs seem more efficient in terms of accurately predicting the stress state of the model for the small subdomains of Table 7 . The Local Basis approach yields a better performance compared to Table 6 , however the respective error metrics remain higher. Comparing the interpolation approaches, it seems that the suggested approach of section 3 performs marginally better than local bases direct interpolation. Taking into account that the Entries Interpolation technique also depends on the dimension n of the HFM, this implies that the proposed approach of this study may produce a marginally better pROM in total. However, this marginal difference seems to be dependent on sampling and subdomain size parameters and this suggests that additional research and argumentation is needed for a definite conclusion with general application. All in all though, the suggested approach performs at least with the same accuracy with the respective local bases entry interpolation across the validation cases of this paper.
The accuracy of the proposed pROM across the example subdomain of Table 7 is visualized in Figure 9 . A 3D and a 2D projection error plot with respect to stresses approximation are provided. Figure 9a demonstrates that the pROM delivers a decent approximation regarding the RE σ error with values lower than 3% in any case. Figure 9b presents the same error plot in a 2D domain, indicating the positions of the training samples as well. Table 7 . The RE σ error of Equation (4.1) regarding the effective von Mises stress [62] is depicted using node averaging.
In addition, Figure 10 depicts the stress visualization and approximation of the yielding domain of the wind turbine tower in a qualitative manner. The results represent the validation sample [1. 25, 36 ] evaluated in Table 7 as well. Figure  10a presents the High Fidelity stress contours of the model and Figure 10b the pROM approximation. Figure 10c shows a visualization of the relative RE σ error, offering a closer look on the quality of the approximation. Comparing these figures, it seems that the resulting pROM approximation delivers a sufficiently accurate estimation in reproducing the stress contours of the HFM. The qualitative visualization between the HFM and the pROM is almost identical, whereas the relative error in Figure 10c assumes values lower than 4% in the middle region, where the stress reaches its peak in Figures 10a and 10b .
In summary, the proposed pROM approach has been demonstrated to accurately reproduce the response of a nonlinear, large scale system with parametric dependencies pertaining to the characteristics of the earthquake excitation. However, the computational load required for these evaluations has not yet been addressed. The following subsection discuss this aspect.
Hyper-Reduced pROM
The hyper reduction strategy described in section 2.2 has been implemented here to assemble a hyper pROM, able to deliver substantial speed up on computational time. Equations (2.7),(2.8),(2.9) are responsible for deriving the respective reduced mesh and weight coefficients for a sparse evaluation of the nonlinear terms of the problem.
For all evaluations an implicit Newmark integration scheme is implemented. As already described, the time discretization remains identical, namely a constant time-step is used, and a single core is utilized for each realization of either the HFM or the pROM. This establishes an objective comparison in terms of computation load.
The ECSW hyper reduction method implemented here is based on producing a reduced mesh for the evaluation of the nonlinear terms [46] . For this reason, the achieved sparsity on the number of yielding elements being evaluated is also reported. The respective results are summarized in Table 8 . The RE u error measure of Equation (4.1) is depicted for comparison purposes. Figure 11 : Displacement time history of the tip for the hyper pROMs implemented for the example reference region of Table 7 . The parametric configuration [1.25,36] is presented as validation.
To evaluate both the computational efficiency and the sensitivity of the performance of the hyper-reduction method (ECSW) with respect to the tolerance parameter τ in Equation (2.9), Table 8 compares four different approaches. Namely the HFM, the pROM approach of this paper without any hyper reduction strategy and two hyper reduced pROMs with a different tolerance parameter. In addition, Figure 11 presents a comparison on reproducing the time history response on the tip of the tower for an example validation input of [1.25,36] .
These results suggest that the hyper reduced pROMs of Table 8 perform well in sufficiently capturing the response of the wind turbine tower under parametric excitation input and achieve a considerable computational speed up. This way, the resulting hyper pROM addresses the problem of the accurate modeling of 'as-is' nonlinear dynamic structural systems (or components) as defined in section 2. A sufficient reduced order approximation under variability of the structural properties or of the acting loads is achieved in parallel with significant reduction of the computational load.
Limitations and Conclusions
This paper implements a physics-based pROM for modeling the dynamic behavior of nonlinear structural systems across a range of parameters, which pertain to i) the structural configuration (material and hysteresis properties), and ii) the spectral and temporal characteristics of the acting loads. A variant to the pROM local bases interpolation technique is here introduced in the context of material nonlinearity. The proposed technique was validated firstly on a simplified shear frame example, where variability of structural parameters is investigated, and secondly on the more complex problem of a wind turbine tower subjected to earthquake loading. The efficiency of the pMOR strategy employed was demonstrated both in terms of displacements and stress states, as stresses are the fundamental quantities of interest in structural monitoring applications. The implemented pROM delivered sufficiently accurate results along with a considerable computational speed up, demonstrating the capabilities of the approach.
However, certain limitations ought to be acknowledged. Firstly, the implemented pROM was validated on parametric analyses involving a maximum of two parameters. This implies that the interpolation weighting factors, the structure of the grid and the overall scheme are subject to this limitation. In a multi parametric case study these aspects need to be treated with more sophisticated methods. In addition, the interpolation weighting factors are computed based on the distance of the snapshots on the parametric domain. In a more general framework, snapshots have to be clustered based on the premise that their solutions are spanned by the same or similar subspaces. These limitations form challenges to be addressed in future work, along with a more generalized parameterization of earthquake time histories, following the work of Spiridonakos and Chatzi [63] .
